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Stream Team at ISC

This year we'll be with 4 people at ISC: Vincent, Adel, Anna and Istvan. You can find us at booth G-812, next to Red Hat.

Booth G-812 is manned&womened by Stream HPC
While we got known in the HPC-world for our expertise on OpenCL, we now have many years of experience in CUDA and
OpenMP. To get there, we've focused a lot on how to improve code quality of existing software, to reduce bugs and increase
speedup-potential. Our main expertise remains full control over algorithms in software - the same data simply processed faster.
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Why do we have a booth?
We'll be mostly talking to (new) customers for development of high performance software for the big machines. Also we'll have a
list of our open job positions with us, and we can do the first introductory interview on the spot.
Our slogan for this year is:
There are a lot of supercomputers. Somebody has to program its software
We'll be sharing our week on Twitter, so you can also see what we find: posters about HPC-programming on CPU and GPU, booths
that have nice demos or interesting talks and ofcourse the surprises.

Let's meet!
If you don't have an appointment yet, but would like to chat with us, please contact us or drop by at our booth. As we're with four
people, we have high flexibility.
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